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' the many new and useful inventions which he showed the actual amount of solid contents to in metal buckets, operated by the power of a 

I 
�tt�nttt:,t n"CX"tttl'n found there by American contributors. Our be excavated, from elevations, and the fillings- : steam engine. Each pit is divided into two � \- ' til H + inventors and mechanics always have been (and up to be made in depressions of the road to a ' open sections or mouths, by a central partition, 

, are now more than ever) felt to be a great power specific level. This machine was of light form, and by a double tow--a large fiat hempen belt-i 
I in the State. No one can visit the New York easily carried, and for excellent workmanship, running over pulleys above the pit, the buck-
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, =1=8=5:=5.== I Crystal Palace, at the present time, without i surpassed by none on exhibition. ets are elevated and lowered. While one 
" coming to this conclusion. It has given us I DEMONSTRATING THE LAWS OF GRAVITATION. bucket is ascending on one side filled with 

Progress of UiiCfuJ Science. ' pleasure to witness the movements of the many; -Galileo, the father of modern mechanical I miners or coal, an empty bucket is descending 
We have just received an address recently new machines of real substantial merit there II philosophy, was the first person who really i on the other side. Many accidents, in spite of delivered before the Faculty and students displayed. These afford evidence that man discovered the true action of gravitation in the' great care, have occurred by belts breaking, 

La Grange College, Ala., by the Professor of is both an interpreter and a dictator in accelerated velocity of faIling bodie!, although and dashing the ascending and descending mi
Physical Sciences-Rev. Wm. G .  Williams- the useful artB. He bids iron fingers weave the discovery of the cause was left to the geniUB ners to pieces down the terrible declivity. In 
on the subject of" the phYEical sciences; their and knit, and they do it. He commands of Newton. The philosophy of Aristotle, which order to avoid such accidents, a new and in
importance and relation to each other." In it a rough piece of timber to advance to the re- long swayed the minds of men regarding the 

I 
genious apparatus was exhibited by V. D e 

we find many beautiful thoughts happily ex- volving blade of peculiar construction and velocity of falling bodies, was wrong in essence ,Brunelle. It consisted of two upright iron 
pressed; and we agree with its central doctrine, then come forth from it carved into many and principle, inasmuch as it assumed that of I shafts, the one alongside of the other, secured 
viz., " man, as a philosopher, is an interpreter bounding lines of beauty, and it does so. He two like bodies, the one weighing twice as in the pit or mine, aud extending from the top 
and not a dictator in the realm of nature." dictates to iren fingers how to sew his coat, much as the other, if dropped from an eleva- to the bottom. About every three feet apart 
Respecting this doctrine it says, "ignorance of and his boots, and they obey his bidding; in tion, the heaviest would fall with twice the ve- there was a little balcony on each shaft from. 
this great truth, on the part of the ancients, is short, a hundred machines on exhibition prove locity of the smaller body. Galileo demon- top to bottom, and when a miner stepped on 
the grand reason of their almost utter failure in to us that man's progress in the mastership strated the true law of falling bodies, by the one balcony to ascend, on the one side, it was 
the cultivation of the natural sciences." We the physical sciences, £0 far as they relate to inclined plane, and he also showed that the elevated by an intermitting motion, and then a 
do not dispute the correctness of this statement 
respecting the cultivation of the" natural sci
ences " by the ancients, but i t �uggests the 
query" how can we account for the low state 
of practical mechanics among them�" for it 
cannot be said that man i� merely an inter
preter, and not also a dictator in the invention 
of machinery. We do not find a single animal 
on terra firma that moves itself on wheels like 
a locomotive; nor a single fish in the sea that 
propels itself with wheels, like a steamship. 
This �howsthatman is a uictator in mechanics, 
which i� a branch of physical �cience. We 
have no doubt that had the Greeks, with their 
powerful imagination, devoted themselves 
to the really UBeful branche� of mechanics, 
they would have invented many notable ma
chine� which were left for modern inventors to 
plan and construct. But in the dark days 
of old, the learned Greeks scorn�d those that 
labored at the useful mechanic arts, and looked 
upon them a� mere appendages of a State, 
not the source of its wealth and power. 
This is the reason why we find the names 
of so many poets, painters, �culptors, ora
tor�, and warriors inscribed on the pages 
ancient story, but none of great mechanics, like 
Watt, Fulton,Arkwright, and Whitney, of mod
ern times. The ancient mechanics had no 
hopes to inspire them, and consequently no heart 
to plan and construct. Grecian song and orna
mental art have never been surpassed; but in 
practical mechanics-useful machinery-the 
Greeks were little better than some tribes 

the useful arts, is in accordance with the path of a heavy body projected obliquely was a balcony on the other shaft descended the same 
measure of public appreciation and encourage- parabola. A beautiful apparatus in the Exhi- distance, and thus a perfect rotation of ascent 
ment that his efforts receive. bition, by M. Morin, demonstrated the path, and descent was performed by these balconies 

--� .. --.---- the time, and velocity of faIling bodies with on the two shafts. Buckets of coal were 
Remlnllcences of the Paris Indll.O!rllll ExhlblUon. perfect accuracy. It consisted of a cylinder placed on these balconies, and elevated in tbe No. 3. covered wi th ruled lines of ordinates and ab- same manner as the miners, thus forming a TURBINE WATER WHEELs.-The opinion that . 

scissa. A style or tracer having a relative complete and entirely different plan from work-"no more than fifty per cent. of the water h motion with a falling body, traced upon t e ing the pit with endless belts running over pul-power could be obtained from a wheel dis- . h ruled paper on the cylinder, a curve, by WhlC leys. The plan struck us in a very favorable charging its water in a contrary direction to it was verified, that the abscissa representing light as being much the safest, although the the wheel's motion" was at one time current the speed is proportional to the times, and the or- most expensive. Some of our American mines 

savages. 
We are grateful that we live in better time� 

-time� when the wisest statesmen and great
est philosophers appreciate and acknowledge 
the worth of inventors and mechanics. This 
feeling, however, has been of slow and gradual 
growth, for we find that such a man as Pope
one hundred years ago only-called Newton 

"a mere maker of spectacles," because he 
was fond of mathematics and machinery. It 
is evident that in proportion as a cor

rect appreciation of inventors and mechanics 
has is'rown np among the natioDf, all the 
sciences have advanced. Intelligen t men 
know and feel this to be true. Kings are now 
nursing fathers, and Queens nursing moth
ers of the useful arts. The great London Ex
hibition of 1851, and the great French Exhi
tion of 1855 are examples of this. Ancient 
history tells ns of no such glorious pageants. 
The inventors and n:echanics are no more held 
to be mere appendages of a State; they are felt 
to be the main stay of its wealth and great
ness. At the meeting of the British Associa
tion for the Advancement of Science, held in 
Glasgow last month, the subj ect of the English 
patent laws was discussed, and the hearts of 
all the savans present �eemed to gush out in 
gratitude to inventors. Sir David Brewster 
stated that even " a new machine which failed 
of success e ':ected some good, inasmuch as it 
showed that some one felt a want." 

In our own country, the moment the first 
tree was f :lIed in the forest, the value of labor
saving machines began to be appreciated, and 
from that time to the present there has been a 
mighty outgrowth of American inventions. 
At the meeting of the above-named scientific 
association, .b\,irbairn, the celebrated engineer, 
gave fin account of the useful machines at 
the Exhibition in Paris, from which he had just 
arrived, and paid a marked compliment to 

among hydraulic engineers. This notion oper- dinates proportIOnal to the square of the times, will yet be as deep as those in Europe. When ated prejudically to improvements on the re- and that the curve is parabolic. this takes place, we hope our mine owners will action water wheel; hence, for a great number INGENIOUS GOLD COIN SCALES.-M. Deluil, of t f t t d t thO h . t' of years after the breast and overshot wheels no orge 0 a op IS umane Illven IOn. 
Paris, a distinguished mathematical instrument .... -+ .. had become very perfect, the re-action wheel maker, exhibited a number of very ingenious GREAT FAIR OF TilE AI\IEIIWA:\, INSTITl.:TE 

only existed in the form of the" Barker Mill," f S cond \VeeJ, apparatuses; and among the number, a pair 0 e ,  • 

viz., a central tube, and two horizontal hollow curious scales for weighing gold coins, partic- In continuing our notes of the Exhibition 
arms on a vertical shaft, from the extremities ularly attracted our notice. It was operated we would remark, that since our last pnblica
of which the water was discharged, and gave by clock-work, and weighed ten coins at once. tion many new and important additions have 
motion to the shaft by recoil. We believe that The number of pieces were placed on a been made to the stock of contributions, and 
the world is much indebted to French hydrau- receiver, and made to pass through difl'erent that the appearance of the Fair throughout has 
lic engineers for directing attention to old sloping grooves or channels into the basin of a been much improved. The attendance. ofvisi
errors, and pointing out the advantages to be pair of scales. Every single coin as it reached tors has also become very large, and IS con
obtained from improved re-action wheels, to the scale waS weighed, and according to the stantly increasing. At first, only a few per
which they gave the name of turbines, because leng/hof the oscillations of tbe beam, the weight I sons, comparatively, ventured witbin tbe doors. 
of the peculiar construction of their buckets, of each was determined. But the most curioug I But they were so highly pleased, and so agree
and the spirar' form of the water shutes. It is f h f h i ' d ' ably surprised, that, we suppose, tbey went part 0 t e operations 0 t is sca e conslste III generally befieved in America, however, (and a separator trap being opened by the oscillation home and are now returning with all their fam
from what we know of the subject, we think of the beam for each coin, according to its ilies and neighbors. The exhibition opens ev
the belief is founded on correct data,) that im- weight, and the coin thereby deposited in a ery day at 9 A. M., and closes at 10 P. M.
proved turbine water wheels were in use in drawer below. Tbis coin detector recorded the The evening attendance of ladies and gentle
tbe United States before tbey were employed in most minute difference of weigbt in each, and men is very great. 
Europe; but be that as it may, the French hy- separated them from one another according to It is to be regretted that the Managers did 
draulic engineers deserve much praise for what the gravity, in the manner described. All the not avail themselves more liberally of tbe fa
they have done in improving them. We there- weigher had to do in weighing a quantity, was cilities afforded by the public press in announc
fore expected to find quite a number ofturbines simply to place ten at a time on a receiving ing the prospectus of the Exhibition. There 
on exhibition, but in this we were disappointed, plate. We witnessed one thoUBand gold coins are thousands of people resident in the rural 
for we only saw a double one, and all the novel weighed in nineteen minutes, and the weight district�, wbo will only begin to hear of the 
features embraced in it were simply a vulcan- of each was determined with the utmost ac- excellence of tbe display when the Fair ha� 
ized india rubber shute, and draft boxes, stif- curacy. closed: and who, had they known of it in 
fened with wooden plates. Thesewere perfect- CONSTANT SUPPLY ELECTRIC BATTERY.-We time, would have been glad both to attend and 
Iy water and air tight-desirable qualities, no noticed an electric battery which, from the contribute. It is by far the most interesting 
doubt, but wooden flumes and draft boxes are method adopted to renew itself with fresh ex- Industriltl Exposition ever conducted by the 
much cheaper in America, and may be made to citing liquid, we conceived might be useful to American Institute. 
anewer every purpose. Seventy-five per cent., many of our electrotypists. It was similar to The lUechnnlcll1 I)�Vllrtment.- [Continued I 
we were given to understand, was the amount our common ones, in which is used a solution Several new contributions have been added 
of power derived from the best constructed of the sulphate of copper, but in order to a void since last week, and others, it is said, are yet to 
French turbines; this falls short of the results the frequent renewal of the solution, a spheri- arrive. In our opinion tbe mechanical divis
obtained by the turbines at Lowell, still it is cal bottle,filled with dissolved sulphate of cop- ion of the Fair is already superior, in point of 
equal to those obtained from the common breast per, was placed in the battery with its neck real novelty, to the Exhibition of All Nations, 
and overshot wheels. We hope the reports of dipping under the liquid in the cup, thus form- , as originally held at the Crystal Palace. 
the performances of this class of wheels are ing an elevated supply fountain. As the liquid: is saying a great deal but we think that exam
correct, because they are much less expensive lowers in the cup, by the decomposition of the ination will sustain ollr conclusion�. Judging 
to construct than other kinds. zinc, it flows out of the glass, and thus the bat- from the large number of recently patented 

NEW SURVEYING INSTRUMENT.-An apparatus tery may be fed Itt once with liquid to last a machines that are tbere collected, the present 
fordelineating sections of surveys for railroads, month. sellson has been exceedingly prolific in its crop 
canale, &c.,and for computing the solid contents MINING IMPLEMENTs.-France has very few of new inventions; indeed, the country hns 
of cuttings and fillings, was exhibited by M. coal mines, but on this very account they have been as much blessed, proportionately, in its 
Collin & Wagner. It consisted of a stand- received the fostering care of the Government, iuventive harvest as in its cereal products.
ard three feet high, supported on a carriage and next to those of England, have the be�t The largest proportion of all the operatingma
hltvingthree wheels. From this standard there mining implements in the world. Some of the chines on show are patents of 1855. 
was suspended a pendulum, the rod of which mines are very dcep, and in this respect tbey So far as our observation goes tbe general 
extended beyond the suspension point and there greatly differ from those of tbe United States, value of patents, regarded in a monetary point 
actuated a series of levers as it vibrated. When hence they require to be worked in a different i of view, is steadily on the risco If we look 
it was desired to delineate a section of a rail- manner. The mines, generally, are more than I back for only a 

.
few years, w

.
e fir�d that invent

road survey, it was drawn on the ground, on 600 feet deep-boles bored into the earth so I ors often h�d �Ifficulty to IDsp1re confi�e�ce 
the proper line, and, of course, the uudulations deep, that they would receive two Trinity I 

among capltahsts, as to the worth of their Ill
gave a proportionate amount of vibration to Church steeples placed one above tbe other, : ventions. It was not uncommon for a lapse of 
the pendulum, which again actuated the series, without leaving a single inch proj ecting above I, two, three, Itnd even more years to occur after 
of peculiarly eombined levers mentioned. One' the surface.-Away down in these subterranean' a patent was granted before tbe necessary funds 
of them operated a pencil and traced the undu- regions the toil-worn miners drudge out a. could be raised for its public developementand 
lating line of the road o� a piece of prepared weary life. Some of the mines have stairs 

I
' �ntro�uctbn. The times have gr�tly changed 

paper, which was wound oft' a cylinder. Tbe for the miners to ascend and descend, but. m thiS respect. Plenty of money IS now usu
other two moved counters constructed on the the toil of ascension is so severe-that the ally at band for investment in new inventions, 
principle of a calculating machine, which more common plan is to raise and lower them : provided they arc really good, anel the working 
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